
Odisha Sandstone with Polished
Framed Meditating Big Buddha
Statue
Read More
SKU: 01524
Price: ₹520,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues &
Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols

Product Description

Odisha Sandstone with Polished Framed Meditating Big Buddha Statue, a rich and vintage piece
of art. No matter where you place the statue, it is worth watching.
Material: Sandstone / Khondalite stone Height: 8 ft Dimension(HWL): 96 x 64 x 30 inch
Position: Sitting
Buddha means wisdom, intellect, and intelligence. Buddha teaches that the path of
enlightenment can be achieved with morality, meditation, and wisdom. Although being born as
a prince and leading a luxurious life he left everything behind in search of a solution to end the
pain and sorrow one comes across in life. After six years of searching, he finally attain
enlightenment by meditating under a banyan tree. He spent the rest of his life teaching others
about how to achieve illumination. It's not a medicine to swallow but a rigorous practice of
mindful thought and action.The above statue depicts his meditation journey, seated until
attaining enlightenment. It is one of the calmest postures of Lord Buddhas. Sitting on a pedestal
in Vajrasana (double lotus pose), both hands resting on the lap, the dorsal of the right hand
resting on the palm of the left hand with the thumbs touching each other, forming a triangle
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shape which is a symbol of spiritual fire, which consumes all impurities. The triangle also
denotes 3 jewels of Buddha, the Buddha himself, the Dharma, and the sangha.
The Buddha represents the goal of Buddhist spiritual life, the end of suffering for the one who
attains it, next the Dharma signifies the experienced learn by the enlightenment mind and the
Sangha represents the spiritual community.  The dot on his forehead is a symbol of wisdom,
completely closed eyes depict deep concentration (the mind became undisturbed).Happiness
comes from sereneness, Lord Buddha's meditating statue is a reflection of placidity. So keeping
a meditating Buddha will enhance the positivity around the space. The surrounding will feel
more soothing and unwind. Placing: Northeast and Southwest is the most favorable place to
keep the meditating Buddha. Face him always to the east as Buddha used to meditate at the
hour of sunrise. To make your outdoor more reposeful, place a meditating Buddha in your
garden, pool, fountain, or lawn. You can spread small colorful stones all around the statue to
amplify the decoration of the outdoor.
Care: No special care is needed for material like sandstone. wipe the statue using a cloth or a
broom is enough. You can also bathe the statue, and get rid of the debris.

Sand Stone Standing Blessing
Buddha Statue for Outdoor
Read More
SKU: 01522
Price: ₹140,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: onbackorder
Categories: Garden Buddha Statue, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Standing Buddha Statues, Statues
& Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home,
Hindu God and Goddess, home décor, Home Statue
Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols

Product Description
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Sand Stone Standing Blessing Buddha Statue for Outdoor 6 ft. A weathered
sculptured 6 ft tall statue, to last a lifetime with proper care. The piece would look
especially stunning if you place it among plants and flowers with coloring stone,
beneath the statue. Material: Sandstone Redstone Dimension(HWL): 72 x 36 x 18 inch
Height: 6 ft (Approx.) Statue Position: Standing About standing Buddha statue: The
statue is depicted standing to keep its right foot behind starting to raise off the ground, and its
left hand raised in the gesture of Abhaymudra. The Abhaymudra represents fearlessness,
protection, and peace. The left hand raised towards the shoulder height, palm facing outward.
The right-hand hangs down. This posture is that time where he was returning to earth after
giving a sermon of Dharma in heaven. About Lord Buddha: "Buddha" means a person who is
awake. Born as a prince of the Shakya tribe, the son of King Shudhodana and Queen Maya.
Raised with sumptuous and palatial. He married and had a son also. He was shielded from any
sorrow or suffering until he reaches the age of 29. One day he came across an old, sick, and
corpse first time in his life.  He realizes that no wealth can extricate him from the suffering of
the universe. so he left his lavish life and began his journey of spiritual quest. For the next six
long years, he meets different monks to follow extreme starvation for days but none could able
earn him an answer, finally, he choose to take the middle path, and through deep meditation
for 49 days, he finally attain enlightenment under a fig tree in Bodh Gaya. He spent the
remaining life teaching others to attain enlightenment. His teachings include four noble truths
and the eight-fold path,  which can be achieved with ethical conduct and the right attitude.
Placement option of the statue: Peace is a state of mind, which affects the place we live.
And the statues of Lord Buddha are the embodiment of peace and harmony, placing a statue of
him amplifying the energy into our life. If you like to destress in your,  garden or lawn, then this
posture of Buddha would be beneficial to place. It will rejuvenate the spiritual energy if you set
up him near a fountain, or among, tree or flowering plant. Also as his hand gesture in the
fearless pose, placing him at the entrance facing outward will keep the evil elements at bay.
Buddha made from earth elements should always place in the northeast, southwest, or at the
center of your home or office. Various other options like a park, restaurant, side of the walkway,
etc. where you can statue the showpiece. Care: Dusting should be done by using a cloth or
broom periodically.
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Big Sandstone Sitting Teaching
Buddha Statue for Outdoor Park
and Garden
Read More
SKU: 01628
Price: ₹120,000.00 Original price was: ₹120,000.00.₹
100,000.00Current price is: ₹100,000.00. inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Statue, Sandstone Stone
Buddha Statue Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Statue
and Sculpture Manufacturer, Sandstone Stone Statue
For Home and Garden

Product Description

Sandstone Bhagwan Buddha
Murti Teaching Statue for
Outdoor Garden
Read More
SKU: 01624
Price: ₹40,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Buddha Statue,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Blessing Buddha
Statue, Buddha Decor for Garden, Buddha Garden
Landscaping, Buddha Garden Statue, Buddha Stone
Statue for Interior Designing, Sandstone Stone Buddha
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Statue Manufacturer, Sitting Buddha Statue

Product Description

Sandstone Bald Buddha Head
with Pedestal Statue online
Read More
SKU: 01541
Price: Call for price
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Head Statues, Buddha Statues,
Garden Sculptures, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols,
Sand Stone Buddha Statue, Sandstone Buddha Statue

Product Description

The bald Buddha head is a unique alternative to other traditional postures of Lord
Buddha. Capturing the tranquil expression and displayed like the work of art that it
is. Material: Sandstone / Redstone Dimension(HWL): 30 x 8 x 8 inch Height: 2.5 ft The
inimitable head with pedestal:

The bald head is conjoined in a 2.5 ft pedestal.
The above sculpture is a visual delight and artistic masterpiece of the craftsman.
Showcasing
Lord Buddha's shoved head, is the initial period from his journey of enlightenment.
The art of stone carving is an ancient practice of Odisha. Recognized globally for its unique
and exclusive masterpiece bring to life by the artisans.
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The essence of Lord Buddha :

Lord Buddha is the 9th incarnation among the ten Avataras of Lord Vishnu.
He was the pioneer of Buddhism. Buddha means the one who is awake.
He achieved full awareness and became the Buddha. He was widely known as the
"Enlightened One".
The first teaching given by him was the "Four Noble Truths". Which focuses to find the path
to get yourself free from the suffering of the universal pain, by following moral and ethical
conduct.

A counsel to situate the extraordinary decorative stone statue: 

Lord Buddha is the epitome of peace and tranquility so placing him anywhere will fetch
you good luck only.
Placing him in the corridor of your office, college, home, and restaurant will attract a
soothing atmosphere.
You can even enhance the length by adding more length to the plinth and decorating in
the center of the garden, park, and front yard.
You can enhance the décor by putting it in the middle of the flowers, and colorful stones,
and artificial water bodies.

How to take care :

Sandstone is among the most durable material of all. And can stand to any weather.
Dusting can be done by using a cloth or broom, wiping down over the surface will be
enough to get rid of any dirt on the stone sculptures.
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Odisha Sand Stone Sculpture
Dharmachakra 4 ft Buddha
Statue Online
Read More
SKU: 01540
Price: ₹120,000.00 inc. GST
Stock: outofstock
Categories: Buddha Statues, Garden Sculptures,
Sitting Buddha Statues, Statues & Sculptures
Tags: Big Buddha Statue for Outdoor, Buddha Decor
for Garden, Buddha Garden Landscaping, Buddha
Garden Statue, Buddha Home Decor, Buddha Home
Decor Statues, Buddha Home Statue, Buddha Stone
Sculpture, Buddha Stone Statue Manufacturer, Craft
Decoration for Home, Decorative Statues for Home, ft
Buddha Statue, Hindu God and Goddess, home décor,
Home Statue Decor, Indian Statues, Lord Buddha Idols,
Sand Stone Buddha Statue, Sandstone Buddha Statue

Product Description

Odisha Sand Stone Sculpture Dharmachakra 4 ft Buddha Statue Online, one of the
most desirable icons helps to bring peace and harmony.  An aura of quietude and
placidity wherever you want to place it.
Material: Sandstone/ Redstone Dimension (HWL):  49 x 29 x 15 inch
Height: 4 ft Position: Sitting Gautama Buddha,  founder of Buddhism, the  Shakyamuni  " the
sage of the Shakya clan". The person who has to intend on a trek to discover the path to
freedom from suffering, leaving his royal life behind. Each statue has its own features and
characteristics that define its meaning and purpose. Here he is in sitting form, called
"Vajrasana" where his both leg crossed each other and both soles of the feet turned upward.
Eyes are fully closed in deep meditating.  The tip of the thumb and index finger of his right hand
is touching and forming a circle, and the palm faces inwards and the left-hand palm facing up to
receive.  This posture depicts teaching, after attaining enlightenment when he gave his first
sermon. The buddha statue becomes so precious, when you understand the meaning behind his
poses, to live a mindful life.  The teaching Buddha statue signifies intellect, understanding, and
fulfilling destiny. He preaches four truths of life: 1. Dukha - Suffering. 2. Samudaya- Cause of
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suffering. 3. Nirodaya- End of suffering. 4. Magga - Sweep of suffering. Teaching Buddha
statue is perfect for someone who is focusing on study or in spirituality. Buddha's statue
sanctifies the mind, escalates the tranquility within oneself, and helps to overcome the negative
feeling. It focuses on the reality of the worldly world. Also triggers self-discipline and peace of
mind. Having a Buddha statue can boost the positivity in the surrounding, strengthening all
weak facets of one's life. Placing:  All thing have their particular place, according to Feng Shui,
put it in a corner facing east, as it represents eternal knowledge and enlightenment.  again you
can stimulate restorative energy by placing him in the Northeast zone.
If you are planning to place it in the garden then consider placing him near the water body or in
the vicinage of flowering plants, which represent spiritual growth and reanimation. you feel
more comfortable and relax while taking walk in the garden. Care:  The statue proposes for
outside too, so the stone can stand any weather, you can clean the statue with water as well as
dusting can be done using a cotton cloth is, enough to ward off from dust.
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